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VILA GALÉ MARÉS

AN ALL INCLUSIVE RESORT

AT THE GUARAJUBA
BEACH
Located on the unforgettable Guarajuba
Beach and 12 kilometers from Praia
do Forte, this resort has been fully
integrated with the tropical landscape
through the use of natural materials and
the use of local vegetation. An exotic
project that includes 480 apartments
and 96 chalets, a 3,000 m2 large outdoor
pool, a Satsanga spa with a variety of
relaxing treatments and a recreational
area for adults and children with daily
activities to spend the best holidays ever.

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

ROOMS
Vila Galé Marés has a total of 576 bedrooms.
Among them, we highlight 352 standard
rooms, 48 suites, 80 family rooms, 19
superior chalets and 3 master chalets.
Telephone
Wi-fi
Air conditioning
Television
Cable TV
Mini-bar
Safe
Private bathroom with telephone
Hair dryer
Free personal care products
Electronic safety door lock
Balcony

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

SERVICES
To meet its guests’ needs, Vila Galé
Marés offers the following:
Wi-fi internet access
in public areas
Outdoor pool for
adults and children
Gardens and
outdoor areas
Parking
Nep Club
Baby pantry room
Game room
Tennis courts
Multi-sports fields
Volleyball court

* for an additional cost

Jogging track
Satsanga Spa *
Beauty salon *
Business center with
wi-fi Internet access
Shops
Infirmary
Laundry service *
Access for people
with reduced mobility
24-hour Reception
Transfer service,
provided by a partner
company *

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

ENTERTAINMENT
Throughout the year, the hotel offers
entertainment programs for adults
and children with specialized monitors
performing activities in the pools,
outdoors and in the NEP club.

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

RESTAURANTS
AND BARS
‘TENDA DOS MILAGRES’ RESTAURANT
It is the hotel’s main restaurant and it offers buffet
breakfast service, lunch, dinner and supper.

‘CRAVO E CANELA’ RESTAURANT
This restaurant offers a buffet service of appetizers
and light meals.

‘INEVITÁVEL’ RESTAURANT
This Mediterranean cuisine restaurant offers an à la
carte service at dinner.

‘MASSA FINA’ RESTAURANT
Massa Fina the new restaurant concept,
in which artisanal pizzas are the main course.

‘NEP LOUNGE’ RESTAURANT
International and regional gastronomy, suitable for
children. It serves buffet lunch, snacks and dinner.

WET BAR
Literally inside the pool.

‘JUBIABAR’ BAR
Located near the hotel’s lobby,
it serves snacks and drinks.

BEACH BAR
It serves ice cream, cocktails and caipirinhas.

‘SOUL & BLUES’ DISCO
Bar and disco with live music or DJ.

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

EVENT ROOMS
Vila Galé Marés has the ideal space for
your business meetings. Having you and
your company in mind, it offers rooms for
meetings, congresses or team building
actions, but also adaptable to other event
types. We have the right solutions to
provide memorable moments.

SERVICES
Audiovisual equipment rental
Wi-fi internet access
Catering

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

WELLNESS
Featuring the Satsanga label, the spa
of Vila Galé Marés promises to provide
well-being, relaxation and anti-stress
treatments.
Here you may enjoy the following:
Heated indoor pool
Sauna
Jacuzzi
Turkish bath
Vichy Shower
Massage and aesthetic treatment rooms
Hamam room

VILA GALÉ MARÉS

ACTIVITIES IN THE
SURROUNDING AREA
Making the best of the privileged location
of the Vila Galé Marés hotel, we suggest
the following activities, so that you have
a perfect stay:
Beaches: Guarajuba, Espera, Imbassaí, Jauã
Tamar Praia do Forte Project
Tamar Arembepe Project
Garcia D'Ávila Castle
Baleia Jubarte Institute
Hippie Village of Arembepe
Praia do Forte Town
Guarajuba natural pools
Turtle spawning
(depending on the time of the year)
Arena Castelão
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